
COURSE INFO VENUE DATE PRICE INC VAT MODEL OR MANNEQUIN EDUCATOR

MATRIX EDUCATION

In 2024 Matrix are holding a range of courses in various Matrix salons rather than in 

distrubutors. For all Matrix education head to 

https://uk.lorealaccess.com/pages/482/matrix to book your space.

VARIOUS 

MATRIX SALONS
N/A N/A N/A N/A

LEYTON HOUSE - CUT & COLOUR

Your passport to achieving the perfect appointment. Understanding current cutting 

and colouring trends and develop a methodical approach and master the art of the 

techniques featuring a wolf/mullet cut.

PERTH
MON 15/4/24    

10AM-3PM
£140.00 MANNEQUIN HEAD INCLUDED STEPHANIE SEAGRAVE

MATRIX - TONE ON TOUR BUS

Join Matrix guest artists and educators at our Aberdeen branch in their very own 

Tone On Tour bus! It's guaranteed to be a fun-packed day. Michelle Summers-Davies 

and Naimh Hayden will showcase 5 colour and style techniques. You have the chance 

to win some fabulous prizes, claim exclusive deals in-store and even receive a goody 

bag worth over £25 with your ticket. Whether you choose to spend the day with us or 

pop in while you have time - we would love to see you!

ABERDEEN
THURS 25/4/24  

10.30AM-4PM
£5.00 N/A

MICHELLE SUMMERS-DAVIES                

NAIMH HAYDEN            

LEYTON HOUSE - CUT & COLOUR

Your passport to achieving the perfect appointment. Understanding current cutting 

and colouring trends and develop a methodical approach and master the art of the 

techniques featuring a wolf/mullet cut.

ABERDEEN
MON 29/4/24    

10AM-3PM
£140.00 MANNEQUIN HEAD INCLUDED STEPHANIE SEAGRAVE

LEYTON HOUSE - BALAYAGE MASTERCLASS

Your balayage success journey begins here. Knowing the right technique for the right 

hair can often bring out some technique issues. Join us as we showcase various 

balayage techniques from freehand to reverse balayage within this workshop 

including how to manage client expectations.

PERTH
MON 20/5/24  

10AM-3PM
£140.00 MANNEQUIN HEAD INCLUDED STEPHANIE SEAGRAVE

LEYTON HOUSE - COLOUR PLACEMENT

Learn 4 colouring techniques from your highly skilled educator showcasing these 

techniques, and providing a step-by-step explanation of colour placement. Take part 

in this guided hands on practical session.

PERTH
MON 3/6/24     

10AM-3PM
£140.00 MANNEQUIN HEAD INCLUDED STEPHANIE SEAGRAVE

LEYTON HOUSE - BALAYAGE MASTERCLASS

Your balayage success journey begins here. Knowing the right technique for the right 

hair can often bring out some technique issues. Join us as we showcase various 

balayage techniques from freehand to reverse balayage within this workshop 

including how to manage client expectations.

ABERDEEN
MON 10/6/24   

10AM-3PM
£140.00 MANNEQUIN HEAD INCLUDED STEPHANIE SEAGRAVE

TO BOOK YOUR PLACE PLEASE VISIT WWW.SYNERGYSALONSUPPLIES.COM AND CLICK EDUCATION TAB   ALL COURSES ARE NON REFUNDABLE
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